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1: NPR Choice page
A Curious Hieroglyphic Bible is an early American children's book. Published in by Isaiah Thomas in Worcester,
Massachusetts in , it is a Bible partially in rebus form (some words replaced by pictures).

December 11, Library of Congress The Library of Congress has a collection of books that would make any
bookworm turn green with envy. Here are 11 of our favorites. With simple sentences and elaborate drawings,
A Apple Pie is kind of like an old-timey Sesame Street special. The book seems pretty promising as it starts
with "A apple pie, B bit it, C cut it," until it gets to the last page, where the last six letters are stuffed onto a
single page. The pages of this collection contain the well-known adventures of Aladdin and Sinbad. The
Cheerful Cricket and Others by Jeannette Marks; illustrated By Edith Brown In this book, the cheerful cricket
and his friendsâ€”a crew of insects and other animalsâ€”teach children about important life lessons, like
sharing and cooperation. For musically inclined families, little sing-alongs wrap up each story for parents to
sing with their kids. The book details a parade of animals and characters, including elephants, kings, and
clowns. In , Isaiah Thomas published a copy of the religious text that replaced certain words with
representative pictures. Denslow We all know how the nursery rhyme goes: In this book, Humpty-Dumpty is
introduced as a "smooth, round little chap with a winning smile" and not a care in the world. The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum; illustrated by W. Denslow This book by Frank Baum captures the famously
well-known story of Dorothy and the Wizard of Ozâ€”as it was originally published. This book was also
illustrated by the same guy who drew for Humpty-Dumpty. Its pages contain different ink splotches that are
coupled with well-known stories. The book also explains how to make the inkblot monsters. Back then,
making images from inkblots was better known as Klecksography; Rorschach would create the first systematic
approach to interpreting inkblots in The book also aimed to teach children the basics of the alphabet with
short, rhyming poems. When the book was first marketed, it came with either a free ball or pincushion
depending on the gender of the child who received the book.
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2: Enoch Brooks Signed Hieroglyphick Bible
Curious hieroglyphick Bible - Kindle edition by Isaiah, Thomas. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,
phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Curious hieroglyphick Bible.

In the eighteenth century, Pennsylvania surpassed Massachusetts in the printing of the Scriptures. In the
nineteenth century, the hub shifted from Pennsylvania to New York, where the American Bible Society was
located. Innovations and technological advances allowed the printing and distribution of large quantities and a
diverse array of Scriptures by the mid-nineteenth century. No translators are specified, but the New Testament
is generally credited to William Whittingham, brother-in-law of John Calvin. These Englishmen were in
Switzerland because of persecution during the reign of Mary Tudor in England, and came to be known as
Marian exiles. The Geneva Bible had marginal notes containing Calvinist theology. It is nicknamed the
Breeches Bible because of its quaint rendering of Genesis 3: The Geneva Bible had features, novel for its time,
which made it popular. It went through as many as two hundred editions in the hundred years following its
first printing in Geneva. In England the first printing was in by Christopher Barker. English-language Geneva
Bibles were later published in Holland, especially after The Geneva Bible was the first Bible in the English
language to contain verse divisions for easy reference. It used smaller Roman type, rather than the customary,
heavy black-letter, Old-English type. It was mostly printed in a convenient quarto or octavo format, less
expensive and ponderous than earlier folio English versions. It also contained prefaces, marginal notes,
annotations, and popular illustrations and maps, which helped clarify the text. The earliest published sermons
and writings in New England are evidence of almost exclusive use of the Geneva version. It was, however, in
widespread use earlier in Virginia and the middle colonies than in New England. The unequaled quality and
literary beauty of the King James Version made it, by , the overwhelming Bible of choice in the
English-speaking world. It was compiled and prefaced by Richard Mather , minister of the church of
Dorcester, and co-authored with Thomas Weld and John Eliot, the first and second ministers at Roxbury
respectively, and John Cotton, a minister in Boston. Daye printed copies of the first edition at a total cost of 33
pounds, the books being priced at 20 pence each. There are today about a dozen copies of the first edition
extant. The Bay Psalm Book though frequently reprinted is scarce. When Colonial editions come to auction
they command among the highest prices of books printed in America. The ninth edition of the New England
psalter contains pages of woodcut music to facilitate church singing. The most famous and valuable early
American Bible is a translation into the Massachuset Natick dialect of Algonquian by Massachusetts
Congregational minister and missionary, John Eliot , published in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Eliot graduated
from Cambridge University in England and came to America in The printers were Marmaduke Johnson sent
over from England and Samuel Green, with help from a Nipmuc Indian, James Wawaus aptly given the name
James Printer , who labored as a compositor and corrector of the press. The New Testament was printed again
in and with the title in the Massachuset dialect instead of English. The Bibles are small quarto format. Du
Ponceau did an annotated edition of the Eliot Bible in Boston in Some Eliot Bibles and New Testaments, in
collections today, contain the signatures of their previous Indian owners and show evidence of heavy use.
Mashpee Indians, who had the highest literacy rate among the Massachuset Indians, still owned copies of the
Eliot Bibles in the nineteenth century. Roger Williams, the founder of Rhode Island, a friend of the Indians
and author of A Key into the Language of America, owned a copy in which his handwritten marginal notes are
preserved. John Eliot saw between 2, and 4, Native Americans turn to Christ in thirty years of mission work.
Only four of the original towns survived the war. Eliot, although discouraged, persevered in the work until his
death at the age of Forty copies of the Eliot first edition were sent to London to the Governor of the
Commissioners of the New England colonies, later ending up in public institutions in England. The text was
printed by B. Printer in Boston with the Massachuset and the English in collateral columns. The translation
was done by Lawrence Claesse, interpreter to missionary William Andrews. Cotton Mather anonymously
produced a translation of some Scriptures in blank verse, the Psalterium Americanum which in was printed in
octavo by S. He immigrated from Wittgenstein in central Germany to Germantown by Philadelphia in Saur
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maintained ties with Radical Pietist and Inspirationist communities in Germany, and with the Anabaptist
Brethren Dunker, Dunkard, Tunker communities in Pennsylvania, though there is no record of his actually
becoming a member of the Brethren Church. His wife, Maria Christina, joined the Ephrata Cloister in ,
becoming Sister Marcella, prioress and later sub-prioress, until returning to her husband in Germantown in
Saur learned printing skills from the Ephrata brethren, some of whom had previously learned the skills in their
European homeland. Saur also received his first contractual printing job an Ephrata Cloister hymnal from
Ephrata. Saur published his one-volume German Bible in a large quarto, which was customarily bound in
heavy, beveled boards covered with leather and secured with two brass clasps. The paper for the Bible was
traditionally thought to have been imported from Europe, but some experts believe the paper came from the
Rittenhouse mill in Philadelphia or the Cloister mill in Ephrata. Alderfer, writing about the Bible, concurs:
Possibly, both imported and Pennsylvania paper was needed to print the large, quarto-sized Bibles with
Apocrypha , each of which were at least pages in length. Some of the Bibles also contained, as an option, three
other books from the Berleburg Bible, the third and fourth book of Ezra and the third book of Maccabees.
Christoph Saur shipped a dozen copies of his German Bible to Dr. Heinrich Luther in Frankfurt, since Dr.
Luther had sent the metal type to Saur for printing the Bibles. The ship was held up by pirates but,
miraculously, the Bibles reached Dr. Luther two years later. These Bibles are in public institutions in Germany
today. He published the second Saur Bible in Evans in an edition of copies. It has been dubbed the first Bible
printed in America on American-made paper, even though American paper was probably used for the Bible.
Rumball-Petre located only copies of the edition in public and private collections worldwide. The younger
Saur printed German New Testaments in , , , , , and By he had built a paper mill to ensure adequate paper
supplies for his printing business, and had become one of the wealthiest men in America. In , Christoph Saur
Jr. It is thought to be the first American Bible made with American type rather than imported type. In a sad
footnote to American history, Christoph Saur Jr. He was arrested, and his property, including the printing
press, was eventually confiscated and auctioned. Legend has it that much of the edition did not survive; yet in
Rumball-Petre registered copies, more copies than for either the or editions. Altogether, he registered copies of
the three editions. The Saurs, father and son, also published Psalters hymnals for use in singing. He moved
from Germantown to Baltimore in , and the Psalter has been cited as the first portion of Scripture published in
the American South. Pocket-sized New Testaments 5 inch height had previously been printed in English by
Brook Sower in Baltimore , , the edition being the first Maryland New Testament Hills Variations on the Saur
name are Sauer and Sower; English-language books generally use the spelling Sower. Christopher Sower
Company of Philadelphia published education books into the twentieth century. Steiner and Cist had been
partners in a printing business from to Carl Cist, whose birth name was Carl Thiel, was apparently the first in
America to publish New Testaments in more than one language, and was also the first in America to publish a
pharmacopoeia. Cist also printed, in English, the second volume of the three-volume Wesley New Testament
Hills Each had Saur connections. German Seventh Day Baptists led by Johann Conrad Beissel had established
the Ephrata Cloister, a semi-monastic community on the banks of Cocalico Creek, where the first building was
erected in Beissel had come to America in , and had been apprenticed in Germantown to Peter Becker, who
baptized him in Christopher Saur had been with Beissel in Ephrata before either man had established a
printing business. Saur in his first year of printing had begun work on a monumental page hymnal for the
Cloister, Zionitischer Weyrauchs-Hugel Hill of Zionitic Incense which was published in , the first book
printed in German Fraktur typeface in America. Christoph Saur and Conrad Beissel were the most influential
printers in Colonial America, as well as the earliest German-language printers in Pennsylvania, other than
Philadelphia printers Benjamin Franklin and Andrew Bradford. Franklin and Andrews had printed in German,
between and , about ten books, an almanac, and a short-lived newspaper, using unpopular Latin antigua
typefaces. Fraktur Gothic, block type was first used in America by Christoph Saur in , having been imported
from a foundry in Frankfurt. Fraktur typeface was easier to read than antigua for the German settlers, already
accustomed to Fraktur in their homelands. Ephrata published New Testaments in , , and , and Psalters in , , and
The Bibles have cm. It is greatly prized by collectors, and brings a high price. The Ephrata community rarely
printed a book without some hymns, and the Testament was no exception. The Ephrata edition was done for
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the Pennsylvania Mennonites by the Cloister. Juniata, a Brethren college, also has one of the old Ephrata
Cloister Presses and the recently-acquired Snow Hill a branch of Ephrata Cloister book collection. I located
copies of this version in just over a dozen library collections in the United States. More than half the copies
are located are in Pennsylvania, the Free Library and the Pennsylvania State Library having multiple copies.
Several copies are also in public collections in Europe. The Ephrata Testament is the first Swiss version, and
also the first version with hymns, printed in America. After about three years, Leibert started a new printing
business, and Billmeyer became sole proprietor. The Billmeyer New Testament was popular and was reprinted
in Evans , , , , , , , and These have traditionally been listed as duodecimo 12mo format and are about 17 cm in
height. They are bound in leather secured with two brass clasps on leather straps attached to the back cover.
3: University of Southern Mississippi
A curious hieroglyphick Bible: or, select passages in the Old and New Testaments, represented with emblematical
figures, for the amusement of youth [See Notes Multiple Contributors] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers.

4: The First Hieroglyphic Bible for Children ( â€“ ) : www.enganchecubano.com
A touchstone of eighteenth-century American book illustration, this "curious" children's Bible contains nearly five
hundred woodcuts made by American artists. The most ambitious woodcut book produced in America up to that time, it
is one of the sixty-five children's book titles produced by the.

5: Hodgson, Thomas active [WorldCat Identities]
Curious Hieroglyphick Bible by Isaiah Thomas A touchstone of eighteenth-century American book illustration, this
"curious" children's Bible contains nearly five hundred woodcuts made by American artists.

6: Enoch Brooks Signs His Name | World History Project
Presented here is the first American hieroglyphic Bible, A Curious Hieroglyphick Bible, or, Select Passages in the Old
and New Testaments, produced in by the preeminent early American printer and pioneer publisher of children's literature
Isaiah Thomas (â€’).

7: A Curious Hieroglyphic Bible - Wikipedia
A curious hieroglyphick Bible; or, Select passages in the Old and New Testaments, represented with emblematical
figures, for the amusement of youth: designed chiefly to familiarize tender age, in a pleasing and diverting manner, with
early ideas of the Holy Scriptures.

8: 11 Rare Children's Books from the Library of Congress | Mental Floss
A curious hieroglyphick Bible, or, Select passages in the Old and New Testaments, represented with emblematical
figures, for the amusement of youth: designed chiefly to familiarize tender age, in a pleasing and diverting manner, with
early ideas of the Holy Scriptures: to which are subjoined, a short account of the lives of the Evangelists.

9: Hieroglyphic Bible (): The Garden of Eden, illustrated - SMU
A curious hieroglyphick Bible, or, Select passages in the Old and New Testaments, represented with emblematical
figures, for the amusement of youth: designed chiefly to familiarize tender age, in a pleasing and diverting manner, with
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early ideas of the Holy Scriptures: to which are subjoined, a.
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